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as a unifying influence in a world of warring princes, while
the Metropolitan, being a Greek coming to Russia from the
Empire, was committed to neither of contending Russian
parties and could thus with impartiality attempt to perform
the task of peacemaker, could seek to persuade princes to
abide by their oaths which had been solemnized by 'kissing
the Cross'.
It would be easy, but it would be false, to idealize the
relation between State and Church in early Russia: that
relation, it has been said, was rather one of might than of
right. If he were strong the Russian prince could and did
ignore priestly admonitions; he would imprison outspoken
bishops: the formal respect shown to monks and clergy was
compatible with actual disobedience which set at nought
the threat of excommunication. The Church might, and did,
proclaim to the princes that they held their power from God
and that this fact imposed upon them the duty of punishing
evil-doers, of ruling with mercy and judging with justice,
that breach of faith would bring upon them vengeance in
this world and perpetual damnation after death, but perjury,
it appears, was so general that an archbishop forbade the
taking of an oath by the kiss upon the Cross on account of
the spiritual danger of broken pledges. In the civil wars
monasteries and churches were laid waste or burned down
without scruple. One Metropolitan, at least, weary of his
failures to control the feuds of the princes, retired dis-
heartened to Constantinople.
The literature of early Russia came of necessity from the
Church as the only source of culture. It was naturally a
religious and monastic literature. It was fed by Slav transla-
tions of Byzantine works and its original compositions were
moulded on Byzantine models. Of 240 Russian writers who
are known to have lived before the close of the sixteenth
century no less than 190 were monks, 20 belonged to the
secular clergy, and only 30 were laymen. Such in literature
is the debt of Russia to the Church. Byzantine influence can
be traced in the Russian Primary Chronicle^ formerly known
as the Chronicle of Nestor, which is our principal source for
the history of pre-Mongolian Russia. Scandinavian sagas

